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After attending this presentation, attendees will understand how to distinguish among the literary, biometric, and forensic approaches
to linguistic evidence. Attendees will learn about the four corners of linguistic evidence and how the biometric approach relates to two of
these four broad areas. After the presentation, attendees will be able to assess methods and their suitability for use in case investigations
and trials.

Linguistic evidence is evidence in a criminal or civil investigation that hinges on language itself to determine an element of the crime

and associates an individual with a group identity).

several reasons.1-3 First, the language of forensic data is less sophisticated and more prone to ungrammaticality than literary language,
much smaller than literary data, as forensic data might consist of tweets and other microtexts or emails while literary data can be tomes

similar to the public or to news reporters when the approaches both use computational tools.1,4
between computational stylometry and forensic computational linguistics.1

5-7

language, especially syntactic theory, and focused on behaviors that are almost impossible to disguise or imitate due to human memory
1,3,8

biometric approach deserves a great deal of attention.
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